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Her heart races as a noise from downstairs wakes her. She checks every room in her small
home, but it’s not until she returns to the safety of her bedroom does she see movement. She’s
not alone. And nobody can help her now…Writing scrawled on the wall of Sheriff Jenna Alton’s
office overnight leads her and her deputy David Kane to a secluded house on the outskirts of
town. Inside, Jenna is devastated to find a much-loved local resident lying in a pool of blood,
stab wounds covering her lifeless body. What monster would attack a defenseless woman living
alone?With no trace of the killer at the scene, the deadly message written on Jenna’s door is her
only clue. But as the small town grieves, it leads her to a contractor who recently had access to
the woman’s home. She races to interview him, only to discover the wreck of a car on a steep
mountain road with another dead woman inside.Jenna knows the victims were friends and
regularly went to church together. She thinks a twisted killer has been watching them, waiting for
the perfect time to strike. But before she can make her next move, one of her own team is found
unconscious and covered in the blood of a third female victim—a knife inches away from his
hand.Pulse racing, Jenna questions her shaken deputy, who can’t explain why he was in the
woman’s house. Could he really be a killer, or is someone playing an evil game? The clock ticks
to uncover a dark secret that connects all three victims, but can she work it out before another
innocent life is taken?An absolutely unputdownable crime thriller from a USA Today bestselling
author. If you’re a fan of Lisa Regan, Melinda Leigh and Kendra Elliot, you will love this gripping
read.What readers are saying about Pray for Mercy:“A rip-roaring, heart-stopping, gut-wrenching
good crime thriller… This quickly became a story I couldn’t put down, and page by page it just
got more intriguing and exhilarating.” @mags_louise, 5 stars“Thrilling and terrifying. My heart
was in my throat… Wonderful. NetGalley reviewer, 5 stars“Definitely one that shouldn’t be
missed! Adrenaline rush of a book… The kind of book where it ramps up into one impossible
situation on top of another and another and another until you realise you haven’t actually been
breathing for a page or two.” NetGalley reviewer“That ending! I absolutely loved it.” NetGalley
reviewer, 5 stars“Totally gripping with tension, drama and twists and turns on every page.”
NetGalley reviewer, 5 stars“I was holding my breath.” @louisewilson60, 5 stars“Superb.”
Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars“Omg… Will keep you up all night to finish it… The shocks don’t
stop coming… What a rollercoaster ride.” Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars“Heart pounding!!
Guaranteed thrill ride!” @sip_andread, 5 stars“Oh, oh, oh!!!!! This book doesn’t disappoint,
especially the ending!!!! Omg.” @succaforbooks, 5 stars“Fantastic… Filled with lots of red
herrings, dead ends, ‘Nos’ and ‘OMGs’. This book will keep you on the edge of your seat!!”
Stardust Book Reviews, 5 stars“An excellent page-turner.” @Tracy17572303, 5 stars“More than
five stars… I literally have no nails left, I devoured this book in one sitting and finally turned the
last page at 2am. Yes, this book is that good!!!!” NetGalley reviewer, 5 stars“A fast-paced, super
suspenseful, chilling thriller.” Harlequin Junkie, 5 stars



Pray for sidhu moosewala

Follow Me Home: An unputdownable crime thriller that will have you hooked (Detectives Kane
and Alton Book 3), The Crying Season: An edge of your seat crime thriller (Detectives Kane and
Alton Book 4), Where Angels Fear: An addictive crime thriller with a gripping twist (Detectives
Kane and Alton Book 5), Whisper in the Night: An absolutely heart-stopping serial killer thriller
(Detectives Kane and Alton Book 6), Break the Silence: A totally addictive crime thriller
(Detectives Kane and Alton Book 7), Her Broken Wings: A completely unputdownable serial
killer thriller (Detectives Kane and Alton Book 8), Her Shallow Grave: An absolutely gripping and
pulse-racing crime thriller (Detectives Kane and Alton Book 9), Promises in the Dark: A totally
gripping serial killer thriller (Detectives Kane and Alton Book 10), Be Mine Forever: An
absolutely nail-biting crime thriller with a heart-stopping twist (Detectives Kane and Alton Book
11), Pray for Mercy: A totally gripping and unputdownable crime thriller (Detectives Kane and
Alton Book 14), Kiss Her Goodnight: A completely unputdownable crime thriller (Detectives
Kane and Alton Book 15)



Chris W., “Another amazing chapter in the Kane & Alton saga!!. Heart pounding!! Guaranteed
thrill ride! I never saw the twist coming…kept me questing right up until the big reveal. The climax
itself was high-adrenaline and had me frantically trying to get to the end just to make sure all of
our beloved Black Rock Falls characters made it to the end!! Tears were shed for sure at the
ending but they were happy ones…and the epilogue is adorable…a tour de force from DK
Hood!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Good not great. Always enjoy Kane and Alton stories along with their
friends and colleagues, but this just fell a bit short for me. I love Ty Carter but enough already
with the toothpick being mentioned in his mouth! Annoying ! And what happened to that not to
bright man crazed agent Poppy that was after Dave? She falls into a trap and that's the last we
hear about her. What happened to her? Will she be apart of the next book in the series or is the
author just letting her vanish in thin air?  Oh well, loved the ending with Jenna and Dave.”

Brian Rhoads, “Absolutely Outstanding!!!. If you love a very good who-done-it, then look no
further than the Kane & Alton series. This one has more twists & turns than your favorite
rollercoaster. It will keep you guessing clear up to the very end. This is ABSOLUTELY
OUTSTANDING!!!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “MESMERIZED!!!!!. I seriously don't know how you do it, when I finish one
book, I think man that was the best book and cant wait for the next release and think the same
thing about the next book! Don't know how its possible because they are already AMAZING!!
but they just get better and better, I'm so obsessed with Jenna and Kane and their story and
love each and every character.  Can't wait for Kiss Her Goodnight!!!!”

Ebook Tops/Audible Reader, “Yikes!. I didn't see that coming!! Great story! Interesting suspects
and victims, and all the gang together again. I really enjoyed this one. I sure would have liked
more closure on Cade and Rio's relationship, though I guess he learned his lesson since he was
freaked out about it all.Can't wait for the next one!”

Kathy Spencer, “OMG!! Mind-blowing!. Not sure how to write this review and not give anything
away.Absolutely mind-blowing, suspenseful and heart stopping!! But the ending, wow! So
excited for the next story. But, seeing that the next one says book 15 of 15, I'm not sure how I'll
feel if it is the last we read of Jenna and Dave.”

Maple River, “What a thriller!. Totally love this series, D.K. Hood really puts you at the edge of
your seat; was not expecting the outcome, but had a feeling I knew it was going to be like that,
but wait you forgot about someone, you left us wondering! the end was perfect! Looking forward



to the next book.in this series!”

K.D., “Hard to put down. Just as the rest of the series this one didn’t disappoint and I found it
hard to set it down. I have read all the books in the series to date. I always find it hard waiting for
the next book. D. K. Hood manages to write and hold your attention. I really enjoy reading this
series.”

T. Wood, “Thoroughly Enjoyed This. It's been quiet of late in Black Rock Falls, so quiet in fact that
Sheriff Jenna Alton and First Deputy David Kane have taken a day off to go shopping in Helena!
Quiet is never good in murder central however and when their lunch is disturbed by a call from
Deputy Jake Rowley with details of a suspicious death it isn’t really a surprise to either of them!
Agnes Wagner was a threat to no one, elderly and well liked but even with a tight circle of friends
someone was able to carry out a vicious and violent attack resulting in her death. With the killer
intent on spreading fear and terrifying the other elderly residents of Black Rock Falls Jenna
knows she needs to concentrate her efforts, and those of her team, on the beginning of a
complex investigation before they lose control of the situation.With personal problems plaguing
one of the tight knit group she leads also in the forefront of her mind Jenna is devastated to find
a colleague at a subsequent crime scene covered in blood. Time becomes of the essence and
with the killer seemingly calling the shots Jenna and Dave are forced to undertake a mode of
confrontation which could easily kill them both.Amazingly this is the fourteenth story in the Kane
and Alton Mystery Series, along with two novellas, and, after a blip in book thirteen, the author is
back on top form once again. The victims are sympathetically written and once again the
storyline benefits from the inclusion of FBI agents Jo Wells and Ty Carter who are always an
asset whenever they appear. Add to this the problems one of her deputies is experiencing at
home which definitely has him off his game and the scene is set for the multi-layered mystery Ms
Hood excels at.The two recent novellas have meant more personal information is available on
both Jenna and Dave which is neatly included throughout and there are the intriguing
beginnings of what could be the main investigation in their fifteenth outing! This is an excellent
page turner which I thoroughly enjoyed from start to finish.I was able to read an advanced copy
of this thanks to NetGalley and the publishers but the opinions expressed are my own. I have no
hesitation in recommending this book and the series unreservedly.”

Maggie M, “I always enjoy the Kane and Alton books, but..... The plot was quite good, with sub
plots going on as well. Lots of action, and lots of eating by all the characters.Older woman are
being murdered in Black Rock Falls and Kane and Alton call upon their friends in the FBI,
Agents Wells and Carter, to assist in tracking down the killer. It is made clear to the reader that
the killer suffered at the hands of a foster carer when they were young. This is pointed out by the
prologue and first person narrative throughout the book.Attempts are made to throw the
detectives off the scent by diversionary tactics, such as trying to incriminate one of the



detectives. I thought this part was a little far fetched, because I had an idea who was doing the
killing, but I couldn't see how they could have done it or why. This is revealed later, but it was
quite rushed.There was one sub plot that was totally pointless and this was around a new
detective called Poppy Anderson. She behaved like a silly schoolgirl rather than a professional
detective. Can anyone please tell me what happened to her, and what was the purpose of
introducing the man that she met? I didn't get it and took off a star for that. Perhaps we find out in
the next book?”

Miriam, “Honest review. Another fast paced and in some places nail biting. Jenna and her team
are solving the next lot of murders while trying to deal with a new deputy and concern over
another deputy’s family issues. As one of the story lines was left hanging, I hope it’s continued in
either the next book or one after. As usual the author has thrown in a few red herrings leading the
reader in several directions. I think to date this has become my favourite of all the series.”

Julie Ohara, “Breath catching. Iv read all the Alton and kane books and this was just as good as
the rest .once you start reading you can't put the book down. There's twists in the crime and
romance in the storey line. Great reading .can't wait for the next one”

Gail Redmore, “Brilliant xxx. Love Kane and Alton books read all xxx would really recommend
them xxx. Well written and Black Rock Falls scenery sounds absolutely amazing xx”

The book by D.K. Hood has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 1,848 people have provided feedback.
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